This clock can be used to teach students how to tell time to the nearest 5 minutes. The numbers on the face of the clock can be folded to view the minutes in standard time format.

Assembly Instructions:

- Print the next two pages on card stock.
- Cut out the clock face, the clock back, the hour hand, and the minute hand along the dotted lines.
- Cut the dotted lines that form the flaps on the clock face.
- Apply glue to the marked glue area on the clock back. Be careful not to get any glue outside the marked area.
- Align the clock face on top of the clock back by lining up the grey lines on the borders of the clock face and clock back. Be sure the flaps on the clock face do not get glued down.
- Using the brass fastener, carefully poke through the hour hand, the minute hand and the clock face at the white cross. Be sure the hands can rotate around the clock face.
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Please log in to download the printable version of this worksheet.
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Please log in to download the printable version of this worksheet.